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In this paper we give an overview of research on extensions of relational database technol�
ogy� In order to systematically classify di�erent ways to extend the data model we take
a programming language point of view of data models� a data model consists of a set of
basic �prede�ned� types	 a set of type constructors �or structuring primitives�	 and a set of
operators �for the prede�ned as well as constructed types�� Extensions to each of of these
data model constituents are possible and have indeed been investigated in the past� Our pre�
sentation focuses on extensions to the type system �primitives and constructors� and those
extensions to the operators that are implied by them�

During the 
���s	 there has been a signi�cant trend in database research addressing the
problem of supporting non�traditional database applications� Though relational database
systems �RDBMSs� entered the commercial marketplace in the early eighties	 it seemed clear
that	 at least without major enhancements	 they would not be appropriate for non�business
applications� Several research groups started out to either enhance RDBMS technology in
several ways or to develop completely di�erent models and systems� Throughout this paper
we limit our scope to those investigations that tried to keep some of the characteristics of
the relational model and�or systems� Attempts to make semantic data models operational	
for instance	 Entity�Relationship models	 have already been discussed in this volume before�
Also	 extensions in query languages� expressive power to deal with recursion	 will be surveyed
in a subsequent series of articles	 as will the object�oriented approaches� Therefore	 we
will take a more �conservative� approach	 that is	 stay closer within the original relational
framework�

The relational data model can be described as a type system with prede�ned	 generic
operators �cf� �
�	 
���� There are	 of course	 many other ways to describe a data model	
e�g�	 from a mathematical �logic	 algebraic� point of view or from a semantic data model�
ing perspective� We chose the programming language approach	 since it provides us with a
systematic classi�cation of di�erent ways of extending the relational model� In general	 a
data model is viewed �from the programming language perspective� as consisting of a set
of primitive �or atomic� prede�ned types	 a set of type constructors	 and a set of opera�
tors working on prede�ned and�or constructed types� Formally	 this could be regarded as
a many�sorted algebra approach� Obviously	 from a certain level of abstraction	 the same
constituents make up a programming language� The di�erence between a data model and a
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programming language lies in the kinds of features provided in each of these categories� Typ�
ical data models come with a set constructor	 for instance	 whereas programming languages
typically have arrays� Correspondingly	 there is a big di�erence in the operational paradigm
between the two �elds� in databases the emphasis is on descriptiveness	 set�orientation	 and
optimizability� Programming languages operate navigationally� Data models tend to have
few data types �primitives as well as constructors�	 programming languages provide more
�exibility� With the emergence of the object�oriented paradigm in programming languages
there was a slight shift in major concerns towards data structuring	 while in the database
community the object�oriented approach shifts focus towards operational aspects� This is a
clear indication for the bene�ts that can be expected from the current merge of these �elds�

The relational data model is described according to our systematics by three components�
Consequently	 extensions of the relational model can be characterized according to whether
and how they extend each one of these

Primitive Types� Typically	 only a small number of atomic data types �or attribute do�
mains	 in the relational jargon� are o�ered for numbers �integers	 reals� and strings�
Some systems include further types	 such as date	 money	 time�

Type Constructors� The essence of the relational model is that it provides exactly one
such constructor� relation �which is a combined set�of�tuple constructor�� The relation
constructor can be applied to primitive types only �which then become the domains of
tuple attributes��

Operators� Typical formal languages for relations include relational algebra and relational
calculus� Practical languages are almost exclusively in the SQL style today� We will
use relational algebra as our reference language	 since it �ts best with our systemat�
ics� Relational algebra has �ve independent operators� Set Union ���	 Set Di�erence
���	 Relational Product ���	 Relational Selection ���	 and Relational Projection ����
Almost all theoretical work on the relational model excluded operations on primitive
types	 except for comparisons ��� ��� But in general	 operators can be categorized into
a collection of operators for each primitive type and one for each type constructor�

In the next section	 we will outline research work in each of these directions� Section ��

describes extensions to the set of primitive �base� types� Section ��� gives a �rst overview
of extensions to the structuring capabilities �i�e�	 the type constructors�� Section ��� brie�y
points to work on query language extensions that are not related to extensions of the type
system �these are covered in more depth in a separate chapter of this volume�� The main
body of the paper concentrates on the family of nested relational or complex object models
�Section ��� We discuss the rationale behind these extensions and survey theoretical as well
as practical work	 including implementation e�orts� Main emphasis is on the impacts of the
enhanced modeling capabilities on the query language design� Section � gives an outlook
on how this work is carried over to the area of object�oriented data models by integrating
concepts of semantic data models or AI knowledge representation languages� Finally	 we
conclude with a summary�
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� Survey of Relational Extensions

��� Extending Base Types

The �rst class of extensions to the relational model addresses the primitive data types� There
are two major concerns� one is to include �more� operations on the attribute level� This is
implemented in most commercial systems� In SQL we can express	 for example	 arithmetic
operations to numeric attributes as in� �SELECT name� ���salary FROM employees�� For�
mal languages such as algebras or calculi typically exclude such operations �because they
do not want to consider function symbols�� The second concern is to enrich the collection
of base types� Again	 database theory typically has just numbers and strings	 whereas sys�
tems o�er other types	 such as date and money� More challenging	 however	 is to o�er an
extensible set of base types� Each installation of the DBMS can add its own	 specialized
data types� The archetype for such application�driven demands are certainly all kinds of
geometric data� points	 polylines	 polygons	 and the like� Other examples include text	 or
such �simple� extensions as banking dates ��� days a year��

Obviously	 as far as the data model is concerned	 these extensions can be handled fairly
straightforward� what we need is a good	 orthogonal design of the database �query� language	
such that operations on the attribute level can be used in selection predicates �i�e�	 SQL
where�clauses� as well as in projection lists �SQL select�clauses�� Furthermore	 in case of
extensibility	 we need some syntax for declaring new types and operators�

The critical question is how to provide an extensible database system architecture� Sev�
eral projects are well�known for their e�orts in this direction� Probe ���	 ���	 Exodus ����	
Starburst ���	 ��	 DASDBS ���	 ���	 to name just a few� Central problems besides gen�
eral architectural considerations are how to provide access path support and special storage
structures for such user�de�ned data types �

�	 
�
	 
���	 and how to make the opera�
tions	 their optimization rules	 and execution strategies and costs known to the optimizer
���	 �	 �
	 ��	 
��� Some of the ideas have made it into commercial products already� For
example	 the Ingres Release ��� �Object Management Extension� ��� allows applications to
include new data types and operations on them into the system� Access path support �by
B� trees� can be used	 if the new type has an order relation ����

As this kind of extension of relations is more concerned with architectural issues than
with the data model itself	 we will not elaborate in more detail	 but rather refer the interested
reader to the references given above and the article on the Genesis project elsewhere in this
volume� Extensible systems such as Starburst are full database systems in the sense that
they provide a skeleton architecture that can be extended in several	 but predetermined ways�
�Kernel� systems	 such as EXODUS and DASDBS	 can be extended mainly by building
frontends on top �even though some degree of extensibility might also be possible within
the kernel�� In that sense	 they are �powerful �le systems� rather than complete DBMSs�
Lastly	 the toolkit approach of systems such as Genesis aims at providing a kind of DBMS
development framework with prede�ned interfaces and libraries of useful code	 akin to the
graphical user interface �GUI� toolkits for the X�Windows system�
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��� Extending Type Constructors

In this section we survey extensions of the relational data model that aimed at increasing
the structural modeling power� Relations are	 due to the First Normal Form condition	 ��at
tables�� all attribute values have to be atomic� If we consider the relational model as a type
system	 this means that there is only one type constructor	 relation� Furthermore	 this
type constructor can be applied exactly once	 all component types have to be base types�
The background of the relational model is mathematical set theory	 and in fact	 a relation
is often formally de�ned as a subset of a Cartesian product �of the attribute domains�� In
programming language terms	 we would say a relation is a set of �labeled� records� The
two type constructors �set	 record� come in a pair	 no recursive application is allowed	 all
record �elds are of base types�

We can distinguish three approaches to extending the type system as far as constructors
are concerned� �
� we can stick with the one type constructor	 relation	 but use it repeatedly�
this yields nested relations� ��� we can separate the two parts of the constructor relation
and have separate set and tuple constructors	 that are also applied orthogonally� then we
have �Complex Objects� �today	 in view of object�orientation	 we would rather say Complex
Values�� ��� �nally	 several proposals have been made to include other type constructors
�such as lists	 multisets	 arrays	 � � � �� Figure 
 gives a graphical summary of �
NF� relations	
nested relations	 and �Complex Objects� using the notation from �����

(a) (b) (c)

... ...

... ...

...

...

Figure 
� Flat Relations �a�	 Nested Relations �b�	 and �Complex Objects� �c�

Example � The following is an example of three schema de�nitions in an imaginary syntax
using record and set as constructors� In �a� we see the traditional �at relations de�
scribing departments and employees	 respectively� Part �b� shows one Nested Relation	
where the employee tuples are grouped into a subrelation for each department� Notice
that in order to obtain a nested relational structure the type de�nitions of relations
have to use a strictly alternating tuple�set sequence and	 more importantly	 they must
be non�recursive ���	 

���� This restriction leads to a purely hierarchical model� Due

�Furthermore� if we allow a record type to occur within the denition of more than one superordinate
record types the usual interpretation taken over from classical programming languages is that the two
relations share the schema of a subrelation� but the values of them are independent from each other� There
is no subtuple sharing�
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�a� �at relations �b� nested relations �c� �recursively nested relations�

Empl�eno�name�salary�dno� Dept�dno�dname�budget�Empl� Belongs�Dept�dno�dname�budget�Sta��
Dept�dno�dname�budget� Empl��eno�name�salary� Sta��Empl�eno�name�salary�Belongs�

type Emptup � record type Deptup � record type Emptup � record

eno� int� dno� int� eno� int�

name� chrstr� dname� chrstr� name� chrstr�

sal� real� budget� real� sal� real�

dno� int Empl� Emprel Belongs� Deprel

end� end� end�

Emprel � set of Emptup� Deprel � set of Deptup� Emprel � set of Emptup�

Deptup � record Emptup � record Deptup � record

dno� int� eno� int� dno� int�

dname� chrstr� name� chrstr� dname� chrstr�

budget� real� sal� real budget� real�

end� end� Staff� Emprel

Deprel � set of Deptup� Emprel � set of Emptup� end�

Deprel � set of Deptup�

var Empl� Emprel� var Dept� Deprel� var Empl� Emprel�

Dept� Deprel� Dept� Deprel�

to the lack of modeling constructs for many�to�many or recursive relationships	 it might
not be considered general enough as a logical data model� We will come back to this
point later in this section	 where we will see how the recursive type de�nitions in �c�
can be interpreted� �

Multiset �bag� has been proposed as an additional type constructor in order to formally
deal with duplicates in relations� Since relational DBMSs typically do not guarantee the set
property �duplicate elimination� of tables	 a correct formalization has to use the concept of a
multiset ���	 ��	 
��	 �
�� Also	 if SQL�s aggregate operations shall be formalized	 multisets
are necessary� Alternatively	 or in addition	 one can introduce lists to cope with ordering �for
example in order to express the physical storage sequence of tuples	 to formalize the ORDER
BY clause of SQL	 or as a conceptual tool for modeling order structures�� Examples for this
can be found in ���	 ��	 ���� Further extensions could be made to include arrays	 variants	
or the like�

In any case	 we are not interested in extensions to the type system per se� we expect
each constructor to contribute a collection of generic operators for access and manipulation of
instances of the constructed type to the language� Furthermore	 if several type constructors
are included	 we will often need conversion functions �such as from set to multiset	 from list
to set	 and so on�� A good design of the type system with these generic operators will always
be orthogonal such that structures as well as operations can be obtained by combining these
building blocks appropriately�

Throughout the rest of this paper	 we will not elaborate on type constructors other than
set and record	 to avoid too many operators� The principal objective of how to design a
query language for an orthogonal type system can be illustrated with these two constructors
as well�
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��� Extending Query Languages

The concept of relational completeness of a database language has been set up be Codd
in ����� A relational query language is said to be �relationally� complete if it is at least as
powerful as relational algebra �or	 equivalently	 relational calculus�� However	 for all practical
purposes this is not enough� Virtually all implemented relational DBMSs provide languages
with more expressive power� Examples are SQL�s aggregates	 built�in functions	 ordering	
grouping	 duplicates	 and last	 but not least updates� Most of these aspects have been
neglected in database research �with some exceptions concerning SQL�s retrieval features	
see the previous section�� Particularly	 updates have often been excluded from formal work
until recently �see	 for example �
���

According to our systematics	 we will discuss those extensions of query languages that
result from increased �exibility in the type system together with these extensions� Other
enhancements	 that are independent from the type system	 usually concern recursion� Since
this volume contains separate articles on logic and databases	 we will not detail this aspect
here� Some approaches to recursive query facilities that are not based on rule languages and
take advantage of some form of nested relations or other similar structures are described in
�

�	 �	 �
	 ���	 for example�

� Nested Relations and Complex Objects

In this section we go into some detail of nested relational databases� We will discuss the ra�
tionale behind this �family of� data model extensions	 mention some implementation e�orts	
and summarize the theoretical work that has been done in this context� The focal point of
our presentation	 however	 will be the consequences for query languages�

Nested relations are an attempt to extend the structuring capabilities without introduc�
ing new concepts	 rather the known concepts are exploited in more depth� So nested relations
are a very conservative extension� Essentially	 the only change as compared to traditional
relations is that the one type constructor relation can now be applied repeatedly� In other
words	 the First Normal Form restriction is dropped	 attributes need no longer be atomic
�i�e�	 of a base type�	 they can also be structured� However	 all structured attributes are
again relations �relation�valued attributes�� The original names expressed this fact� �unnor�
malized� or �non��rst�normal�form �NF�	�
NF�� relations� Therefore	 as far as structuring
goes	 nested relations re�introduce the hierarchical data model� The essential di�erence	
though	 lies in the style of operators that come with the model� relational algebra	 relational
calculus	 or SQL are extended in several ways to deal with these hierarchical structures�

There have been practical as well as theoretical reasons for investigating nested relations�

� the increased �exibility of data structures allows a more direct mapping of applications
onto the database �improved logical design��

� the hierarchical structures of nested relations can be used to describe a wide variety of
physical database designs�

� nested relational query languages can nicely express some of the �awkward� SQL�
features	 such as grouping�
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� the conceptual gap between relational and nested relational models is minimal	 so this
extension should be acceptable for users�

� when extending a formal system	 it is best to move forward in small steps� to stick with
one concept promised to be able to carry over most of the established theoretical and
technological background �such as design guidelines	 normal forms	 optimization and
implementation techniques	 and expressive power�completeness of query languages��

� other extensions to the model	 if orthogonal	 can be added later�

In the sequel we highlight some of the research that has been carried out in the context of
nested relations�

��� Normal Forms� Design Theory

Among the earliest mentions of extended relational models is ����	 in the context of normal
forms� Later	 work in several groups has taken up this subject for nested relations ���	 ��	
�
	 ��	 ���� Partitioned Normal Form �PNF� ���� and Nested Normal Form �NNF� ���� have
been proposed as preferable relational structures� Partitioned normal form basically requires
the key of a nested relation to consist of atomic attributes only and	 recursively	 that the
same holds for all subrelations� The e�ect is that no subtuples are replicated within several
superordinate tuples	 since the atomic attributes can be used to partition the set of all
subtuples� The department�employee relation in Example 
�b� is supposedly in PNF	 since
the key of departments is usually dno	 an atomic attribute	 and the key of the subrelation
employees is usually eno	 another atomic attribute� The nested normal form of relations
basically states that no redundancy is introduced by the nesting structure	 a criterion that
is formalized using MVDs and FDs ����� Algorithms for obtaining NNF relations are also
given in these papers�

As an informal summary of this work	 we conclude that nested relations provide a way
of directly representing certain multi�valued dependencies �MVDs� by nesting� Therefore	
during logical database design	 fewer relations have to be split into smaller pieces �decom�
position�� Instead	 often the dependent attributes can be grouped into a subrelation	 e�g�	
employee attributes can be grouped per department instead of decomposing into two rela�
tions� While relational database design often ends up in a large number of supplementary
tables �due to extensive need for decomposition in case of set�valued �attributes��	 nested
relational databases can keep the information closer together� Joins that are necessary to
recollect all data in relational databases become unnecessary with nested relations	 since
more data are contained in one tuple� On the one hand	 this makes query formulation easier
for the user	 on the other hand	 this observation spawned another research direction�

��� Nested Relations as Storage Structures

The possibility of internally materializing frequent joins was the rationale for using nested
relations in physical database design� Regardless of the kind of logical data model	 nested
relations are perfectly suited to describe internal database layouts ����� All kinds of �schema�
driven	 static� clustering strategies can be modeled using appropriate nested relations �
���
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Therefore	 the Verso and DASDBS projects aimed at implementing nested relations as stor�
age structures �

	 
�	 ��	 ��	 ���� When physical database design is described by such a
high�level abstract model	 the transformation of queries from the logical to the physical level
can be performed by formal manipulation within a �nested� relational algebra� Algebraic
query optimization techniques can be used to transform and optimize queries into expressions
of some nested algebra that are directly used as executable query plans� The major objective
in the transformation is to recognize and eliminate those joins from the users� queries	 that
are redundant since they are internally materialized �
�	 
�	 
���

For an illustration	 let use refer back to the relations from Example 
� let us assume
a standard relational interface to the database	 that is	 at the logical level	 the user sees
the relations from Example 
�a�� We assume that users will often join the two relations
�on the dno�column�	 so	 internally	 a good physical design would be to materialize this join
�assuming a relatively low update frequency�� A materialization in form of a nested relation
does not introduce any redundancy in case of a �
 � n��relationship as in our example	 so the
database administrator may indeed decide to store the nested relation from Example 
�b��
Now we expect a signi�cant performance gain since the system no longer has to compute
the join at query execution time	 rather it can just retrieve the precomputed join �or parts
thereof��

The interesting research topic that had to be solved in this context was� How can the
query optimizer transform the join query given in terms of logical relations to the single�
table query on the internal relation� And	 can we utilize the large body of relational query
optimization knowledge that had been developed before� The latter aspect re�ects our
overall goal with nested relations	 namely to extend the scope of relational theory with
only minimal e�ort� Both attempts	 �
�� and �
��	 succeeded in solving this optimization
problem with mostly relational techniques� The approach of �
�� is to realize the query
transformation in the same way as views are normally implemented� by query rewriting�
That is	 we de�ne the logical�level relations by queries over the internal relations �projections
and unnesting are needed in case of hierarchical join materialization�� When a user query
is mapped to the internal level	 these queries are simply substituted for the names of the
logical�level relations in the query expression� The result of this textual substitution is a
query expression in terms of internal relation� However	 it needs to be optimized� Let us
exemplify the approach and the ensuing problems by continuing Example 
�

Example � Omitting some details of dealing with null values that are necessary for an
information�preserving transformation	 the mapping between the �at relations in Ex�
ample 
�a�	 as the logical�level relations	 and the nested relation from Example 
�b�	
as the internal database layout	 can be described by the following expressions in the
nested relational algebra of �����

IDept � �IEmpl��eno�name�salary��LEmpl � LDept�

LDept � �dno�dname�budget�IDept�

LEmpl � �IEmpl��dno�IEmpl�IDept��

Notice that we prepended an �L� to the logical�level relation names and an �I� to the
internal�level names�
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Now	 let us consider a query asking for part of that join	 as expressed by the user
in terms of logical relations� also shown is the same query transformed to the internal
level by simply substituting the expressions de�ning logical relations in terms of internal
ones�

LQ � �dname

�
�name��Joe��� LEmpl � � LDept

�

�

IQ � �dname

�
�name��Joe���

z �� �
�IEmpl��dno�IEmpl�IDept�� � �

z �� �
�dno�dname�budget�IDept�

�

Obviously	 this query needs further optimization	 if the join should actually be re�
moved� In �
�� we showed	 that the query can be simpli�ed	 the redundant join can
be eliminated using ��at� relational techniques	 such as tableaux� The necessary ex�
tensions to the query optimization rules include �i� dealing with null values and outer
joins	 and �ii� after elimination of the join transforming the resulting expression into
one where unnesting appears as late a possible� We will not give the detailed steps
here	 the �nal result for our example query would be�

IQOpt � �dname���
name��Joe��

�IEmpl�����Idept��

In this nested relational query against the internal relation	 a simple nested selection
followed by a standard projection computes the query result� �

In general	 we could show that any select�project�join query on the logical level	 where all
the joins are internally materialized	 map to one single�pass query� This class of nested
relational queries can be evaluated with linear complexity �
�	 ���� A main result of our
work was that the transformation and optimization problem is solvable using mainly known
techniques	 no signi�cant complexity is added by using nested relations instead of �at ones�

To conclude this aspect	 we summarize that nested relations are an elegant way of de�
scribing physical database layouts	 since they can express arbitrary schema�driven clustering
techniques�� The major strong point of doing so is that query transformation and opti�
mization can then be completely solved within the formal framework of an algebra� Similar
results have been obtained in �
�� for the Verso project using a purely tableaux�based ap�
proach� Summaries of the experiences with the Verso and DASDBS projects have been
presented in �
�� and ����	 respectively�

��� Other Implementations of Nested Relations

Besides the Verso and DASDBS projects	 who aimed at directly implementing nested rela�
tions in a one�to�one mapping to storage structures	 there have been a number of further
projects investigating other implementation choices� In the AIM�P project ���	 �� with its
extended nested relational model	 the main emphasis was on the user query language �HDBL	

�In order to deal with indexes� link elds� and �n 
 m�	relationships� reference attributes have to be
introduced on the internal level that model tuple addresses� see ������
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see Section ����� Their implementation of nested relations uses an internal structure that
does not necessarily re�ect the nesting in the physical page layout �see ���� for a comparison
with the DASDBS approach�� A rather elaborate directory concepts was developed instead	
that also allows for �exible navigational access �nested cursors��

Another implementation of nested relations	 ANDA	 completely separated the atomic
values occurring in tuples �in a structure called VALTREE� and the hierarchical structure of
tuples �in a structure called RECLIST� ���	 ���� The idea behind these two tightly coupled
structures was to separately support value�driven operations	 such as selections and joins	
and structure driven operations	 such as projections and unnesting	 by the two specially
optimized mechanisms�

A number of further projects implemented nested relational interfaces on top of some
other DBMS	 usually relational ones� These implementations can serve as a testbed for
query language research� Performancewise	 they su�er from the fact that all subrelations
have to be mapped to separate tables� Therefore	 the large number of joins is still necessary
�on the internal level�� Unless the underlying relational system provides �or is modi�ed to
provide� some access path or clustering support for accelerating joins	 such as join indices
�
��� or ORACLE�style clustering ����	 these �on�top� implementations are not likely to show
good performance� One example of such an implementation on top of a research relational
DBMS is described in �����

Before we turn to query languages	 let us comment on the idea of �Using QUEL as a
data type� �
�
�� This idea �nally led to the POSTGRES approach of implementing complex
objects by attributes	 whose values are query language expressions that dynamically retrieve
the �subobjects�� If we stick with relations and relational QUEL as the query language
with this nesting capability	 then we obtain exactly nested relations� If a relation R has a
�QUEL�valued� attribute R�A	 then this relation R is in fact a nested relation� POSTGRES
�
��	 

�� adds other features	 such as abstract data type domains or rules to the standard
repertoire of a relational DBMS	 but in this respect	 it is very similar to nested relational
systems�

��� Query Languages

An enormous amount of work on nested relations was devoted to query languages� Among
the proposals are languages following each of the following paradigms� algebraic	 calculus	
SQL�style	 and rule�based� Before we go into details	 let us characterize the overall approach�
From the ��at� relational model	 we have a number of query languages following the di�erent
paradigms	 that is	 there are well�understood ways of querying �and manipulating� relations�
The advantage of the pure nested relations approach to an extended data model is obvious�
in principle	 we need no new query language at all All we need is the freedom to apply the
constructs of any one of the relational languages wherever relations occur� More formally	 we
need a language design that is fully orthogonal� since relations may now occur not only on
the outermost level	 but also nested within tuples �as relation�valued attributes�	 relational
operators should be applicable on the attribute level	 too�

Another approach to a nested relational query language	 that was pursued only in alge�
braic languages	 consists in the addition of two operators	 Nest ��� and Unnest ���� Actually	






the initial papers on nested relations had just these operators and did not discuss the other
extension of applying the algebra on the attribute level ���	 ��	 ���� The idea was that
whenever relation�valued attributes are to be manipulated	 one could �rst unnest	 apply the
standard relational operators and �nally renest to obtain the desired result� However	 it was
clear from the beginning that �i� this cannot work in general	 since unnesting may not be re�
versible by nesting ���	 ���	 and �ii� this will not be an e!cient way of computing the results�
These two observations have spawned two streams of investigations in nested relational query
languages� One was more of a theoretical nature	 namely to investigate the expressive power
of nest�unnest�extended algebras and comparing them with nested relational calculi� The
other aimed at languages that were suitable as the basis for e!cient implementations� In this
case	 �deep� algebras have been proposed that allow for the manipulation of subrelations
without unnesting them �rst�

The minimal extension of just adding two new operators	 nest and unnest	 to the standard
algebra depends on the nested relation to satisfy certain constraints	 such that unnesting can
be undone by nesting� In ���� weak multi�valued dependencies were used to characterize such
nested relations	 and a third new operator	 Keying ���	 was introduced to allow arbitrary
nested relations to be losslessly unnested� Essentially	 what is required is that the relation
has a key consisting of only atomic attributes	 that is	 be in Partitioned Normal Form �see
above�� So	 in addition to database design	 this kind of query languages was another reason
to study normal forms for nested relations� An analysis was presented in ����	 to detect
whether a nested relation can be obtained from a �at one by a sequence of nest operators
�in this case	 the relation can also be unnested losslessly�� Investigations concerning the
completeness of such languages have been presented in �
��	 ���	 where it was shown that
such an algebra is �BP�complete��

�Deeply nested� algebras	 that is	 those that allow operations on the attribute level
have been proposed in ���	 �	 ��	 ��	 �	 �
	 ��	 �	 ��	 
���� Some of them require the
relations to be in partitioned normal form� The algebras of ���	 ��� provide operators	
such as the set operators	 union and di�erence	 that apply recursively to all subrelations	
therefore they need the PNF restriction� The other algebras provide explicit nesting of
algebraic expressions into the arguments of their operators� We will discuss some examples
using the syntax of ���� and the nested department�employee relation from Example 
�b��
Dept�dno� dname� budget� Empl�eno� name� salary���

Example � In the �at relational algebra there are only two places where attribute names
occur in expressions� in selection predicates and in projection lists� Consequently	 these
are the points where the nested relational algebra allow the application of algebraic
expressions to relation�valued attributes�

We may select only those departments having at least one employee named John by
the following selection query Q��

	

Q� �� �� � 	� ��name � �John���Empl� ��Dept��

�Here and in the sequel� we write selection predicates and projection lists in square brackets after the
operator symbol instead of as a subscript�







Every Dept�Tuple has a �relation�valued� attribute Empl	 so we may apply a predicate
on the Empl�value for the outer selection� Since	 for each Dept�tuple	 Empl is a
relation we can select from this relation the set of tuples satisfying the inner predicate
�name � �John��� Whenever this nested subquery returns a nonempty result for a
Dept�tuple	 we retain this Dept�tuple in the query result	 otherwise we discard it�
Notice that if a department quali�es	 it is contained in the query result as a whole	
particularly with all employees	 not only those named John� This is because the inner
selection just serves for predicate testing�

Now consider the case where we want to see	 for all departments	 only those employees
named John� Here we have to retrieve a modi�ed subrelation for each Dept�tuple� This
is achieved by nesting a selection �with predicate name � �John�� into a projection
on Dept�

Q� �� �� dno� dname� budget� ��name � �John���Empl� ��Dept��

The result will contain one tuple per Dept�tuple	 each with for components� dno	
dname	 budget	 and a subrelation Empl containing only those employees of that de�
partment who are named John� Notice	 that this subrelation will be empty for all
departments without John�s among their sta�� If we want to discard those depart�
ments �without John�s�	 we could apply a simple selection afterwards�

Q	 �� ��Empl 	� � ��Q���

Notice that this query Q	 is the nested relational equivalent of the �at relational select�
join query� �

All relational operators can be nested into selections or projections� The valid operands of
nested operators are determined by a scoping rule ��dynamic constants� in ������ Essentially	
not only the subrelations at each nesting level can be used	 but also other top�level relations�
For deeply nested relations	 also subrelations that lie along the path from the current point
in the hierarchy up to the root are valid operands� We will not go into details here	 they
can be found in �
�	 
��� However	 it turns out that this kind of nesting algebra operators
into others is quite powerful� Joins �Products�	 Di�erence	 and Nesting can be simulated by
�nested� selection and projection alone�

Other results concerning the expressive power of nested algebras are due to ��	 
��	 where
a similar algebra and a calculus are de�ned and it is shown that the algebra is equivalent to
the �strictly� save calculus and the algebra with an additional powerset operator is equivalent
to the save calculus�

In the previous Section ��� we have already seen that such a �deeply� nested algebra can
express e!cient query evaluation plans� In contrast to �nest�unnest��extended algebras	 a
query processor can directly execute a nested algebra expression	 such as the ones shown
above	 without the need for devising another strategy �unless additional indexes are present	
that is	 if the query is to be executed as a scan��

One other comment is in place� the POSTGRES extension of supporting attributes
whose �value� is a query language expression can be realized by nested relational algebra
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too� Suppose a relation R has a �QUEL�valued� attribute R�A	 with a value of some query
expression expr� Then the retrieval of R�tuples together with their A�values is expressible
in the nested algebra by �� � � � � expr� � � � ��R�� The scoping rule mentioned above is the same
in POSTQUEL� the query expression may refer to other relations and to attributes of R�

There have also been a number of SQL�style approaches to nested relational query lan�
guages ���	 ��	 ��	 ���� Their principal idea is the same as in the algebras� SQL�Select clauses
�cf� projection lists� can now contain nested Select�From�Where �SFW�� blocks as may the
Where clause� With standard SQL	 Where clauses could already contain nested SFW�blocks	
but these had to refer to relations	 now they can refer to subrelations too� One of the major
problems with SQL	 its lack of orthogonality	 had to be attacked	 in order to clean up syn�
tax and semantics of the SQL�based approaches� To our taste	 ���� succeeded best in this
respect� SQL�NF ���� is based on PNF relations	 HDBL ���	 ��� operates on �extended�
NF��relations that contain other type constructors in addition to relations� Therefore	 its
syntax is necessarily more complex since it has to distinguish tuples	 sets	 and lists �see under
Section ��� for more details on HDBL��

Example � The query Q� �nested selection� from above would be expressed in SQL�NF
���� as�

select �

from Dept

where exists � select �

from Empl

where name � �John� ��

Query Q� �the nested projection� would be�

select � select �

from Empl

where name � �John� �

from Dept�

Without the opportunity to nest queries into the From clause	 i�e�	 without query
composition	 query Q	 from above would have to duplicate the subquery�

select � select �

from Empl

where name � �John� �

from Dept

where exists � select �

from Empl

where name � �John� ��

Therefore	 SQL�NF can name a subquery within the Select clause using a key word
�as�� HDBL ���	 ��� introduces a statement �let� to de�ne subquery�expressions once
and use it multiple times in a nested SQL statement� SQL�W ���� adds a �with� clause
for the same purpose�
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select � select �

from Empl

where name � �John� � as Johns

from Dept

where exists Johns�

In addition	 SQL�W allows SFW�blocks in the From clause �i�e�	 composite queries�	
such that the query could also be formulated as�

select �

from � select � select �

from Empl

where name � �John� �

from Dept �

where exists Empl�

Notice that here the predicate �exists Empl� refers to the result of the inner selec�
tion that has been executed before� Actually	 SQL�W allows a number of syntactic
simpli�cations that make query expressions shorter�

Dept�Johns

where exists Johns

with Johns � � Empl where name � �John� ��

Here �Select " From� has been omitted	 and �Select Johns From Dept� has been
replaced by �Dept�John�� The �with� construct is the same as �let� in ���	 ��� and
�as� in ����� The most compact expression in SQL�W is not much di�erent from an
algebra expression since most syntactic sugar can be left out�

� Dept�� Empl where name � �John� � � where exists Empl�

�

Besides algebras	 calculi	 and SQL�style languages there has also been some work in the
direction of extending rule�based languages �DATALOG� to deal with complex structures� In
��� a rule language has been presented and compared with the algebra and the safe calculus�
LDL has also been extended to deal with set valued attributes ��
��	 see also the chapter
of this volume�� Another calculus for complex objects has been presented in �
�� Recent
research dealing with set values in logic�based languages	 such as ��	 �	 �	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 �
	 �
�
was carried out in the framework of object�oriented models	 but the impacts of set�values
are the same in an object or tuple component� Namely that the nesting of formulae into
attribute positions in logical terms makes the language second�order �at least syntactically�	
since this leads to quanti�cation over set values� In order to stay within �rst�order calculus	
such languages have to be given a �rst�order semantical interpretation� F�logic ���	 ��� may
be considered a state�of�the�art language doing this�
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��� �Complex Objects	

By Complex Objects in the sense of ��� we mean data structures that are obtained by
some arbitrary application of record and set constructors over a collection of base types �cf�
Figure 
�c��� That is	 in contrast to nested relations with their combined type constructor
relation	 complex objects have two separate constructors for records �tuples� and sets� This
separation does not introduce much more modeling power	 but it add to the �exibility�
Further	 we use this model to illustrate the general idea of how each type constructor should
support its own collection of generic query �and update� operators�

Recall the operators of the relational algebra� among the �ve independent operators	
namely union	 di�erence	 product	 select	 and project	 the �rst two are the standard set
operators� That is	 they depend in no way on the fact	 that the elements of relations are
tuples� Relational Product is di�erent from standard set theoretic product since it �collapses�
the resulting pair of tuples into one tuple� This is because tuples of tuples would be outside
the relational model� With the �exibility of Complex Objects	 we could use the standard
Cartesian Product� The next operator	 select	 is also independent from the fact that relation
elements are tuples� it selects those elements of the input set that ful�ll the given predicate�
It is the predicate that has to �match� the structure of the set�s elements	 tuples in case of
relations� Selection as such need not be changed if other set elements are permitted	 but
other kinds of predicates may become necessary or useful� Finally	 projection seems like a
real relational	 that is	 set�of�tuple	 operation� But already the nested relational extension
of nesting algebraic expressions into a projection list shades another light onto the project
operator� it is now considered as a �descriptive� set�iterator combined with a tuple generator�
This means	 we interpret projection as iterating over a set and for each element of that set
applying a tuple construction	 where each component of the resulting tuple is obtained from
evaluating one of the expressions in the projection list�

This way of interpreting the relational operators is very similar to the functional data
model approach �

�	 ��	 ���� In PDM	 for instance	 nested relational projection with em�
bedded algebraic expressions would be simulated using the �apply append� operator �see
also the Complex Object algebra of ����� The bene�t of these considerations is that we now
have a better understanding of how query languages should be designed such that new type
constructors can be added without a need for redoing the query language design� each type
constructor �record	 set	 bag	 list	 array	 � � � � should come with a collection of generic oper�
ators� If the query language is designed orthogonally	 then extensions are straightforward�
The query languages presented in ��� obey to this principle� Evidently	 all the results ob�
tained there apply to nested relations too	 since they are a special case� Conversely	 most of
the work on optimization or implementation of nested relations carries over to the general�
ized case of complex objects	 since we are still working with sets and tuples	 just in a more
�exible way�

��
 Other Type Constructors

Some of the work on extending the relational model departed further than the nested rela�
tional�complex object approaches by introducing other type constructors	 such as multisets
�bags�	 lists	 or arrays� Also	 some approaches started from Entity�Relationship�style mod�
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els and designed query facilities for these� They can also be viewed as providing other type
constructors �entity	 relationship�� The extended NF��model of ���	 ��� has already been
mentioned above� There	 in addition to sets and tuples	 lists �that is	 ordered multisets�
are provided� These three type constructors can be used orthogonally	 such that sets are
not privileged as the �outermost� constructor� The query language	 HDBL	 is in the nested
relational spirit	 but includes explicit constructors for sets	 tuples	 and lists� Since there is
no default	 queries tend to become a little cumbersome� The ERC model of ����	 the EER
model of ����	 the MAD model of ���	 ���	 the FAD language ���	 the NST�algebra ���� and
the Algres system ����	 the DBPL language �
��	 and the EXTRA model of ����	 are other
examples exhibiting the same query language characteristics� in the same way that type
constructors can be nested	 query languages have to provide nesting of expressions�

Many of the complex object models included identi�ers �reference attributes	 surrogates�
���	 ��	 ��	 ��	 �	 
�	 ��	 ��� to support non�hierarchical structures� Whereas hierarchical
structures are directly represented by nesting	 more general structures need some form of
�pointers�� With the inclusion of references	 the complex object models start becoming
object�oriented� If we take a closer look at many of the recently proposed object�oriented
data models	 we will �nd almost all of the nested relational�complex objects query language
concepts� This is no surprise	 since these new models also typically include ways of nesting
objects into others�

Some of the models and query languages are either direct followups of the work on nested
relations�complex objects or at least have been developed in the same research group �such
as �
�	 �
	 

�	 


	 ��	 ����� Others	 even though developed independently	 show the same
similarities �for example ��	 
�	 
�	 

�	 �	 
��	 ����� This is a clear indication that the
results on complexity	 expressive power	 optimization	 and implementation issues obtained
in the context of nested relations�complex objects can be utilized in the new �eld of object�
oriented databases� For example	 most of the equivalences stated for object algebras in
��	 

�	 
��� are the same as their nested relational counterparts �
�	 
�	 �	 ���� In the
next subsection	 we brie�y sketch one approach to make direct use of nested relations in the
context of object models�

� From Relational to Object Models

The work on nested relations that has been carried out in the DASDBS project is continued
in the COSMOS project �
	 

�� Particularly	 the COCOON subproject works on an
object�oriented data model and its implementation that is based on nested relations� The
model is obtained as an evolution �

�	 ��� from relational�nested relational models� It has
been presented in detail in �


�	 here we will just outline the underlying ideas� The key
issue in the project is to design an object�oriented query language that is �almost� a �nested�
relational algebra�

In Example 
 we have seen �at �a� and nested �b� relational type de�nitions using the
record and set type constructors� Also shown was a collection of type de�nitions that was
recursive �c�� It was not a priori clear	 what such recursive type de�nitions should mean	 and
the nested relational approaches that use equations for the de�nition of relational schemas
explicitly rule out recursion ���	 ���� Also	 the generic semantic data model of ���� does not
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permit recursive use of the set and�or tuple constructors �association and aggregation�� the
construction shown in Figure ��a� is not allowed� The situation has to be modeled using at
least one function between types� In Figure ��b� we have shown a valid modeling using two
functions between the �recursive� types�

EmpRel

EmpTup

DeptRel

DeptTup

EmpRel

EmpTup

DeptRel

DeptTup

(a) (b)

... ... ... ...

Figure �� Example of a forbidden type construction �a� and a solution using functions �b�

This solution originates from functional data modeling �

�� and has been taken up in
many of the recent object�oriented approaches �
�	 ��	 
�	 ��	 


	 ���� Since by intro�
ducing functions instead of just composite structures the objects and the �relationships�
between them �expressed by functions� are separated	 the recursion is broken� Pure object�
function models go one step further� once there is the need to support functions �in order to
brake recursion�	 we can dispense with the tuple constructor and model all tuple�component�
relationships by functions� This is not a necessary consequence	 but just a way to keep the
number of essential constructs as small as possible� The COCOON project follows this
approach�

The idea is to allow the recursive type de�nitions shown in Example 
 by interpreting
them as an object�function model� Each of the type de�nitions introduces an abstract object
type together with some functions� What used to be regarded as attributes in the relational
model	 is now considered a function whose domain is the type in which the function appears
and whose range is the type occurring after the function name� Figure � gives an example of
a graphical and linear schema description for an example database� Besides the �recursive�
structure	 the example also shows inheritance �is�a��

The graphical representation of the COCOON schema suggests another interpretation of
the model� it can be viewed as a linearized syntax for the de�nition of the generic concepts of
a KL�ONE network ���� That way	 we have built a bridge between databases and knowledge
representation� It is not just the form of graphics that are used to illustrate COCOON
schemas� also the semantics of the model	 particularly its update semantics ����	 is based on
automatic classi�cation	 the key issue in KL�ONE systems �

�	 

��

The interesting point about this model for our presentation here is that even though
the structural part of the model is substantially di�erent from nested relations	 the query
language can essentially be a nested relational one� The principal idea is that	 for each
query	 we take a hierarchical view onto the object network and formulate a query against
that hierarchical view� For di�erent tasks we take di�erent hierarchical views	 so the network
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dno (int)
dname (chrstr)
budget (int)

eno (int)
sal (int)

period (int)

sno (int)
faculty (chrstr)

name (chrstr)
bdate (date)

belongs

staff

manager

worksin

children

StudentEmployee

EmpStudent

Person

Department

inv

inv

inv

pno (int)Project

manages

members

type DEPARTMENT is�a OBJECT �

�DNO	 int


DNAME	 chrstr


BUDGET	 int


MANAGER	 EMPLOYEE inverse MANAGES


STAFF	 setof EMPLOYEE inverse BELONGS��

type EMPLOYEE is�a PERSON �

�ENO	 int


SAL	 int


CHILDREN	setof PERSON


WORKSIN	 setof PROJECT inverse MEMBERS


BELONGS	 DEPARTMENT inverse STAFF


MANAGES	 setof DEPARTMENT inverse MANAGER��

type PERSON is�a OBJECT �

�NAME	 chrstr


BDATE	 date��

type STUDENT is�a PERSON �

�SNO	 int


FACULTY	 chrstr��

type EMPSTUDENT is�a STUDENT
 EMPLOYEE �

�PERIOD	 int��

type PROJECT is�a OBJECT �

�PNO	 int


MEMBERS	 setof EMPLOYEE inverse WORKSIN��

Figure �� Example database schema as a KL�ONE network and as recursively de�ned types
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is used as a symmetric representation of many�to�many relationships among objects where
queries can be expressed in any of the contained hierarchical views�

For example	 one query could see projects as a �subrelation�	 WORKSIN	 of employ�
ees� Therefore	 this query can be formulated as if the database contained a nested relation
EMPLOY EES�eno� name� � � � �WORKSIN�pno� � � ���� On the other hand	 another query
could prefer the opposite structure and be expressed as if the database had a nested relation
PROJECTS�pno� � � � �MEMBERS�eno� name� � � ���� That is	 it could see the employees
as a �subrelation�	 MEMBERS	 of projects� Since this idea works in general	 we can in fact
use a nested relational query language over a non�hierarchical database� This explains why
all of the object�oriented query algebras proposed so far show such strong similarities with
nested relational�complex object languages� Further	 it points a way of how object�oriented
databases can take advantage of the research results obtained for these languages	 such as
complexity analysis	 completeness considerations	 query optimization	 and e!cient execution
plans�

Example � Let us consider one query for each of the �hierarchical views� mentioned above�
Query Q� likes to see projects subordinate to employees	 since this is the natural choice
for expressing the selection condition�

Q�� Who is working in projects named �OODB� that started in �����

Query Q�	 on the other hand	 is naturally expressed using the other direction of the
many�to�many relationship for symmetrical reasons�

Q�� What projects involve employees named �Smith� living in �Zurich��

Below we give one possible formulation of each of the two queries in COOL �


�	
RELOOP ����	 and OODAPLEX �����

The COOL language we developed in the COCOON project is basically our nested
algebra applied to the COCOON object model�

QCOOL

�
� select�� �� select�pname � �OODB� � start � ������Worksin���Employees�

QCOOL

�
� select�� �� select�name � �Smith� � livingin � �Zurich���Members���Projects�

The RELOOP language of the O� project is an SQL extension for the O� object model�
It uses nested select�from�where blocks �the queries shown here look the same in OSQL
of IRIS �
����

QRELOOP

�
� select e

from e in Employees

where exists � select p

from p in Worksin�e�

where pname�p� � �OODB�
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and start�p� � ��� �

QRELOOP

�
� select p

from p in Projects

where exists � select e

from e in Members�p�

where name�e� � �Smith�

and livingin�e� � �Zurich� �

The language OODAPLEX is an object�oriented extension of DAPLEX	 a functional
query language�

QOODAPLEX

�
� e in Employees where

exists � p in Worksin�e�

where pname�p� � �OODB�

and start�p� � ��� �

QOODAPLEX

�
� p in Projects where

exists � e in Members�p�

where name�e� � �Smith�

and livingin�e� � �Zurich� �

�

Even though we did not discuss the syntax and�or semantics of object query languages in
detail	 the three examples given indicate two things� �rst	 nesting of query expressions �in the
sense of nested relational�complex object languages� will be useful to deal with the structural
aspects of objects� Secondly	 the di�erences between individual object query languages are	 to
a large extent	 syntactical� A vast amount of concepts �and hence implementation techniques�
can be shared between them� Some problems	 e�g�	 whether or not set comparisons are
allowed in selection predicates or the way restructuring is expressed	 have been attacked
di�erently in complex object languages� Currently	 the same is true for the object languages
that have been proposed� This evolutionary aspect of query language design for object
models is particularly stressed in �
�	 
�	 ��	 ��	 ��	 
�	 �����

� Conclusion

We gave an overview of research directions that have been	 and continue to be	 pursued in
the �eld of extended relational databases� We have classi�ed extensions to the relational
model according to a programming language oriented view of data models� In this view	 a
data model is characterized by three components� �i� the collection of base �or primitive	
atomic� types provided	 �ii� the type constructors available for de�ning constructed types	
and �iii� the operators of its query and update language� The purpose of this systematics is
to show that with a good	 that is	 orthogonal	 design of the data model	 all operators are
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tied to some type of its type system� Operators for base types are often ignored in database
models �except for �� � in selection predicates�� However	 extensible database management
systems	 by allowing the de�nition of new application�speci�c	 user�de�ned base types	 have
to deal with such �attribute�level� operations� A typical example are geometric data types
for spatial applications�

Our main interest has been on extensions to the collection of type constructors� The
relational model has only one such constructor	 relation �a combination of record and set��
The restriction of the relational model to require that each relation be in First Normal Form
does nor permit repeated use of the type constructor	 since all attributes have to be atomic�
Several directions for extensions are obvious� one can add other constructors �which might
result in a model far beyond relations�	 split the constructor relation into its two parts	 set
and tuple �and use these orthogonally and repeatedly�	 or just stay with that one constructor	
but allow repeated application� This last direction is the most stringent one	 the resulting
model is that of nested relations� Since no new types or type constructors are introduced	
the query language can in principal remain unchanged	 except the fact that it should now be
applicable across multiple levels of nesting� whenever there is a �relation�valued� attribute	
the language has to permit relational operators� This kind of orthogonality of a language	
while being standard in programming languages	 is new to database languages	 since with
�at relations there was no need for it�

A slightly more �exible class of data models is obtained when set and record are sepa�
rated� Complex Object models� Here	 it becomes clear that not only each of the base types
has to accompanied by an appropriate set of operators	 but also type constructors have to
provide their generic operators for access and manipulation� Once this fact has been real�
ized	 it is clear how other type constructors can be added to a data model� they have to
be de�ned together with their operators	 such that all we have to require from the database
language is orthogonality� The new constructor and its operators can be added rather easily�
The increased �exibility of the type system allows for the direct representation of complex
structures� These are crucial in any of the new application domains for database systems�
engineering and design	 regardless in which discipline such application tasks arise �electronic
chips	 software development	 document preparation	 natural sciences	 and so on��

Finally	 we have shown that research on nested relations and complex object models
can also contribute to object�oriented data models	 since there the same query language
characteristics are needed� Also	 many object models include orthogonal record and�or set
constructors	 such that object algebras are necessarily similar to nested relational ones� The
bene�ts that can be expected are the use of optimization techniques	 expressiveness and
complexity results	 and implementation strategies� Therefore	 even though we concentrated
on the data model and query language aspects of relational extensions	 we also gave some
remarks and hints on implementation work� Object�oriented databases o�er even more
�exibility for the design of new application systems	 since the strict separation between
the data management subsystem and the �real� application system is given up �the well�
known impedance mismatch problem can be solved	 or	 at least	 alleviated�� In the form of
�methods� or �foreign functions� �parts of� application algorithms can be imported into the
�low�level� DBMS code	 such that they execute �closer to the data� and hence avoid massive
data movement�
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Many of the projects that have been mentioned in this survey have tried to evaluate their
ideas and prototypes in a wide variety of applications� It is beyond the scope of this paper to
report experiences gained there� In our own research in the DASDBS and COCOON projects
we have been looking into geoscienti�c	 o!ce document �ling	 CIM	 medical information
systems	 and architectural applications� Some of the experiences as well as future prospects
are reported in �
��	 
��	 ��	 
��	 ��	 
��
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